1. Welcome, Introductions and Agenda Review

2. Presentation and Discussion: Working Group Charge and Plan Elements
   Goal: Group agreement on charge, parameters (ESPA Plan) and plan of action.

3. Discussion: Update on 2009 Recharge Efforts and Potential Late Season Recharge
   Goal: Understanding of status of 2009 recharge rates and prospects for late season recharge

4. Presentation and Discussion: Technical Issues Related to Recharge
   Goal: Understanding of current technical understandings and gaps, including ESPA soil characteristics and constructed recharge facilities.

5. Overview and Discussion: Liability and Recharge
   Goal: Understand and discuss issues, concerns and legislation to address potential recharge liability.

6. Discussion: Measurement and Monitoring
   Goal: Discuss procedures for monitoring and measuring the impact of recharge.

7. Next Steps and Meeting Scheduling